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A New era of Casual Luxury Living 
in St Barts

Gyp Sea, an innovative concept blending tropical elegance and 
luxury experiences, is thrilled to announce its exciting project in 
St Barts. This project encompasses the rebranding of Villa Marie 
hotel, now known as Gyp Sea Hotel, as well as the addition of 
stunning Beach Houses in Saint Jean to the vibrant Beach Club, 

also located in Saint Jean.



Gyp Sea represents a new chapter in hospitality 
in St Barts. The Gyp Sea Hotel, nestled in the 
coveted Colombier district, offers breathtaking 
views of the crystal-clear waters and a refined 
tropical ambiance. Guests can relax in tastefully 
decorated rooms and suites that exude absolute 
comfort. Meticulous attention to detail, warm 
hospitality, and personalized service ensure that 

every stay is a memorable experience.

Hotel with a view





Gyp Sea's Beach Houses in Saint Jean are true 
seaside sanctuaries, providing the perfect 
blend of privacy and luxury. Each Beach House 
is thoughtfully designed to create an exotic 
atmosphere and a unique tropical getaway. 
Guests will have access to private pools, lush 
gardens, and terraces with stunning ocean views.

Beach Houses



Our Beach Houses are thoughtfully equipped with everything you need for a luxurious stay. Unwind in spacious and elegantly appointed interiors, adorned 

with handpicked furnishings and curated artwork that reflect the vibrant local culture. Step out onto your private terrace and bask in breathtaking views of 

the crystal-clear turquoise waters and powdery white sand beaches.

At Gyp Sea Beach Houses, we believe in providing top-notch hotelier services to ensure your every need is met. Our attentive staff is dedicated to curating 

personalized experiences, whether it's arranging a private beachside dinner, organizing exhilarating water sports activities, or recommending the best spots 

to explore in St Barts. We go above and beyond to create unforgettable memories for our guests.

Located in the dynamic Saint Jean district, Gyp Sea Beach Houses puts you at the heart of the island's vibrant energy. Explore the bustling beachside 

promenade lined with trendy restaurants, bars, and boutiques. Indulge in delectable cuisine featuring fresh seafood and locally sourced ingredients, or sip 

on a refreshing cocktail as you soak up the lively atmosphere.

Whether you're seeking a fun-filled getaway with friends, or a festive family vacation, Gyp Sea Beach Houses offers an exceptional experience tailored to 

your desires. Wake up to the gentle sound of waves, take a dip in the azure waters, and embrace the carefree spirit of St Barts.

Your Tropical Oasis for an Unforgettable 
Stay in St Barts 

Immerse yourself in the vibrant and exotic ambiance of 

our stunning beachfront cottages, designed to capture the 

essence of island living. With our exceptional hotelier services 

and a prime location in the lively Saint Jean district, Gyp Sea 

Beach Houses is your gateway to a festive beachside getaway.

Experience the allure of the Caribbean as you step into our 

meticulously crafted beach houses. Each cottage boasts a 

unique and tropical design, blending modern comforts with 

traditional island elements.

Beach Houses



The Gyp Sea Beach Club in Saint Jean is the ideal 
spot to soak up the vibrant energy of St Barts. 
With its festive and laid-back atmosphere, the 
Beach Club offers an unforgettable beachfront 
experience. Guests can lounge on sunbeds, cool 
off with exotic cocktails, and savor delicious 
dishes inspired by local cuisine. Special events, 
themed nights, and live entertainment further 

enhance this unique experience.

Beach Club
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The rebranding of Villa Marie into Gyp Sea Hotel 
represents a natural evolution of the Gyp Sea concept 
in St Barts. By merging Villa Marie's timeless elegance 
with the exotic elements and tropical style of Gyp Sea, 
the hotel promises an unparalleled experience for the 

most discerning travelers.

Gyp Sea is committed to delivering exceptional 
hospitality, introducing the art of tropical living, 
and creating unforgettable moments for its guests. 
Whether exploring the white sand beaches, unwinding 
by the pool, or savoring exquisite cuisine, Gyp Sea 

embodies the essence of St Barts.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 More about us...

 

The art of living by Maisons et Hôtels Sibuet is above all a family affair. The adventure began for Jocelyne and Jean-Louis Sibuet 30 years ago. 
Today, Marie and Nicolas are as passionate and committed as their parents in their vision of hospitality. For the Sibuet family, true luxury is a 
question of sense, emotion and experience. An experience full of elegance and authenticity, to be enjoyed at each of the Maisons et Hôtels 
Sibuet properties.  Whether in the heart of a vineyard in Provence, on the heights of a mountain or by the sea, each exceptional venue boasts 

a singular and refined atmosphere where the visitor feels at home. A vision that lies in a true passion for the art of living.
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